Vacancy Senior Java Developer
HeartBIT LLC is an Associate of German Fintech consulting
company Macros gmbh.
Macros is a Germany based FinTech company working in different fields of the
financial industry. Since our foundation in 1998, company has helped many major
German banks and insurance companies to transform their businesses in complex
and constantly changing financial sector.

HeartBIT LLC is looking for a Senior Java developer (5+ y.): Spring,
Hibernate, Java EE, who is ready to work in all stages of the project
including:
 documentation, development, testing, deployment;
 and who is also ready actively and professionally communicate with client
and with companies’ management;
 has experience
o with a system for automating application deployment, scaling, and
management (e.g., Kubernetes);
 has knowledge and skills
o to work in agile environment using continuous integration frameworks
(e.g., Bamboo);
o in using bug tracking and agile project management tools (e.g., JIRA)
and project documentation tools (e.g. Confluence);
o in using version control frameworks with code review tools (e.g.,
Bitbucket, GitLab, Gitea);
o in building Rest APIs;
o in working with databases (preferably Oracle);
o with identity management and access management services (e.g.,
Keycloack);
o and flexible to operate in both Unix and Windows systems;
 has ability to work with the client remotely using remote communication
software;
 has interest to take a part in high load and scalable projects;
 has good knowledge of English (write and speak);
 has willingness to travel (only occasionally).
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We offer:





big and interesting projects in different branches of finance;
experience of working with European financial institutions;
work experience with project management from Germany;
business trips to Germany at the expense of the company;
 trainings to master your skills at the expense of the company in: financial
technologies, IT, foreign languages (English, German);
 benefit package:
o health insurance;
o Fitness club membership.
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